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DWFulker

In this paper I would like to discuss some of the problems involved in the
multivariate analysis of twin data and describe a maximum likelihood approach
that goes some way towards solving them.

Partitioning phenotypic covariance into genetic and environmental compo
nents for the purpose of investigating their structure was first suggested by Tukey
in 1951. He made the point, novel at the time, that just as mean squares in anal
ysis of variance could be partitioned into components, mean cross products in·
analysis of covariance could also be partitioned in a completely analogous fashion.
SUbsequently the structure of these component matrices could be explored to
indicate how genetic and environmental influences caused measures to become
associated.

The idea of looking at twin data in this way appears to have been first sug
gested by Kempthorne and Osborne in 1961, ten years later, without reference to
Tukey's original discussion of the problem. However, in recognition of his con
tribution, and because his illustrative example involving four protein levels in
single crosses of maize demonstrates the multivariate approach so well, I would
like to discuss it briefly by way of introduction.

The analysis is the simplest possible, following a one-way analysis of variance,
and is shown in Table 1. The top part of the table shows the two 4 X 4 matrices
of mean cross products, one between crosses (B jj ), the other within (Wij)' Sub
scripted matrix notation will be used wherever possible in order to emphasize
the simple one-to-one or element-far-element correspondence that frequently
exists between observed covariances and multivariate models. The estimate of the
environmental covariance matrix, Eij1 is given directly by Wij , while the initial
estimate of the genetic component 1Gij' is given by one-quarter of the difference
between Bij and Wij, there being four replications.
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TABLE L ANCOVA ofFoor Proteins in Maize [Tukey, 1951] *
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*Note: Bij' between cr"sses ~ean cross products;Wij , within crosses mean cross products; IGij, first estimate of

genetic covariance matrix; 2Gij, second estimate of genetic covariance matrix; zi' first principal component of Gij ;

REij, correlation matrix corresponding to Eij ; and RGij, correlation matrix corresponding to Gij.
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The structures of the genetic and environmental matrices are quite different,
as can be seen from their corresponding correlation matrices, RG ij and REij ,
shown to the right of the table. The environmental correlations are quite small.
Evidently, so far as the environment is concerned, the four proteins are to a
large extent independently determined, their levels responding differently to
particular conditions of soil and climate. The genetic covariance matrix, on the
other hand, shows a very high degree of association, the correlations hardly dif
fering from unity. In contrast to the environment, all four protein levels appear
to be determined by a single, in this case, genetic system.

When all the values in a correlation matrix approach 1, its unitary structure
can be expressed as a single factor or principal component. Tukey estimated the
four loadings, Zj, of the first principal component from his initial estimate of the
genetic component matrix, 1Gij' forming a new estimate, i:~ij' as the correspond
ing products of these loadings, ZjZj' This component is shown in the column at
the foot of the table and accounts for over 99% of the initial estimate of genetic
variance. It appears, by eye, to fit the data very well, providing a more parsimoni
ous explanation of the genetic covariance structure and lending support to the
hypothesis of a single genetic system.

This direct structural approach to the analysis of component matrices bypasses
the main difficulty of the additive approach that estimates components by taking
the difference between matrices of observed mean cross products. In the additive
approach, variances may take impossible negative values so that correlations can
not be estimated and even when variances are positive, correlations may fall well
outside the range of ± 1. Structural analysis of such matrices, which are the rule
rather than the exception, may prove impossible.

However, component matrices based on principal components behave exactly
like those based directly on paired observations, their latent roots all being;;;' O.
Matrices conforming to this constraint are sometimes referred to as Gramian and
present no problems for further structural analysis, should this be deemed neces
sary. The problem is, however, how many principal components are needed to
account for any particular set of data adequately, and how do we estimate, them?

With characteristic insight, Tukey indicated that a multivariate extension of
the F ratio might be developed to establish the required ,:ank of a component
matrix. In the same year Bartlett [1951] published just such a procedure for use
in discriminant analysis. This procedure was that later adopted by Bock and
Vandenberg [1968] to obtain constrained estimates of the genetic covariance
matrix from twin data.

Their method uses the within-pair cross product matrices for dizygotic (DZ)
and monozygotic (MZ) twins, DZWij and MZWjj or DZW and MZW in conven
tional matrix notation. The rank of the genetic covariance matrix is estimated
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as the number of latent roots greater than unity in the multivariate analysis of
variance determinantal equation developed by Bartlett,

I DZW - AMZW I = 0,

where A is the diagonal matrix of roots. Those less than unity, which roughly
correspond to negative roots in the component matrix, are set to unity to form
A*. This modified matrix of roots is combined with the discriminant functions,
X, to estimate the genetic covariance matrix as

The estimated matrix will be Gramian and can be subjected to further structural:
analysis by a variety of established procedures.

The method is very straightforward, economical in terms of computer time,
and has recently been shown by Bock and Petersen [1975] to provide a con
strained maximum likelihood estimate of Gij. It is the only method currently
available that provides an explicit solution to the multivariate problem and
has been used successfully in a number of applications [Bock and Vandenberg,
1968; Eaves, 1973; Nance et a1., 1974].

However, in spite of its considerable advantages, it does suffer from a number
of drawbacks. Firstly, it is wasteful of data. In the case of twins, only the within
pairs information is used, that between pairs being excluded from the analysis.
The evaluation of more extensive kinships would be even more wasteful, if
possible at all. Secondly, the method cannot deal with more than the simplest
basic twin model, as we can see if we consider the model below.

MZB.. = SE.. + 2G·· + 2CE..lJ 1) 1) 1)'

MZWij = SEij ,

DZBij = SEij + H:Gij + 2CEij ,

DZW.. = SE.. + .lrG ..
1) 1)" 1) ,

where SEij is the matrix of specific or within family environmental effects, CEij
the matrix of common or family environmental effects, and Gij the matrix of
additive genetic effects.

This model is familiar enough and I do not wish to consider in detail the as
sumptions underlying it since they have been discussed elsewhere [Jinks and
Fulker, 1970; Fulker, 1974J. Suffice it to say the model assumes only addi
tive genetic variance, that genotype-environment covariance and interaction are
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both absent, and that MZ and DZ twins share relevant aspects of their environ
ment to the same extent. These assumptions are frequently called into question;
much less often are they demonstrated to be false. Only the last assumption is
really critical and to my knowledge it has never been clearly demonstrated to be
false in any study. Certainly MZ twins share more experiences than DZ twins,
but whether these are experiences relevant to the trait in question is often doubt
ful. In my view, the model is a reasonable approximationJor a number of physi
cal and behavioral traits.

The problem of applying the multivariate analysis of variance approach to this
model stems from the necessity to set up a proper F ratio which unambiguously
establishes the effect in question. The ratio (DZW) (MZW)-l establishes the
within-pair genetic variance, but no such ratio exists to cope with the common
environmental component CEij' Neither can we, inthe absence of CEjj , com
bine all four observed mean cross product matrices to provide an overall esti
mate of the remaining components Gij and Eij'

One approach that promises to go some way towards overcoming these limita
tions is a maximum likelihood approach similar to that used by Taubman [1977]
and that advocated by Martin and Eaves [1977]. This approach allows us to use
all the available data efficiently and to explore the component structures sys
tematically using X2 tests of significance to arrive at reasonable decisions.

We assume that the raw observations follow a bivariate normal distribution,
so that the observed mean cross product matrices follow that of the Wishart.
If these k matrices, the between and within matrices of twin analysis in the
present case, are denoted Skij or Sk for short, with expectations E(Sk)' then the
following expression provides a log-likelihood ratio statistic, F, following X2 in
large samples. If we parameterize E(Sk) in terms of the reqUired model and mini
mize the function with respect to these parameters, we obtain their maximum
likelihood estimates. Only the X2 value is sensitive to the sample size, the esti
mates always being maximum likelihood.

F = kt:l Nk {in IE(Sk) I -In I Sk 1+ tr[SkE(Sk)-l] - p} ,

where Nk = df of the k-th matrix and P = the number of variates. Functions
such as these can now be minimized by a number of optimization routines avail
able as packages through most university computing services. These routines fre
quently employ the first derivatives to minimize the function and the second
derivatives to provide standard errors for the parameters, but numerical methods
are usually optionally available to avoid the necessity for explicit differentia tion.
Supplying the derivatives often improves the efficiency of the routines, and
Martin and Eaves [1977] offer these for the factor analysis model. The routines
used in the present analyses were made available by CERN [1976], the European
Centre for Nuclear Research.
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Should we also wish to fit models that are not automatically constrained,
the routines include procedures for specifiying rectangular constraints to keep
parameters within upper and lower bounds, and more complex constraints may
be forced by devising a penalty function in which the X2 value is augmented by a
continuous positive function of the violated constraint. This function vanishes
when the constraint is satisfied, leaving the required X2 goodness-of-fit statistic.
In passing it is worth noting that the use of the above procedures make the con
strained maximum likelihood estimation of components in univariate analyses
so straightforward that there would appear to be no longer any justification for
using more primitive unconstrained methods such as weighted least squares.

The main problems encountered in this approach are the problem of unique
ness general to multivariate analysis and the special problem of singularity that
may result from forcing constraints once we stray from straightforward princi-
pal component models. The uniqueness problem has been thoroughly discussed
by J6reskog (1969) in the context of maximum likelihood factor analysis.
Generally it may be overcome in orthogonal analyses by fixing certaln component
or factor loadings to zero so that the solution is unique. A simple transformation
may be used to obtain the conventional loadings should these be desired, although
the use of zero loadings may well help in exploring the covariance structure. In
correlated factor analyses a second-order structure written onto the correlations
between the factors can also be made to produce a unique solution. Exactly the
same solutions may be adopted in the component analysis approach we are dis
cussing.

The singularity problem caused by forcing simple constraints will usually be
dealt with automatically by the minimization routine ensuring convergence, appro
priate parameter estimates, and the X2 goodness-of-fit statistic. However, the
matrix of second derivatives may become singular too, and standard errors un
obtainable unless we subsequently fix certain parameter values. Taken together,
these problems require that we feel our way in building up suitable models, and I
would like to try to give something of the flavor of this approach with two simple
examples.

The first example involves twin data collected by Zuckerman at the Institute
of Psychiatry in London, using our volunteer twin register. His area of research
is arousal and the need to seek stimulation, a characteristic he measures with a
sensation-seeking questionnaire.

There are four subscales in the questionnaire, each measuring a different
aspect of sensation seeking. One, Disinhibition (Dis) is concerned with seeking
release through activities such as party going, social drinking, and sexual activities.
Another, Thrill and Adventure Seeking (TAS) is concerned with a liking for
dangerous and exciting sports. Experience Seeking (ES) involves novel sensations
and unconventional experiences, mainly in the social context, while Boredom
Susceptibility (BS) is concerned with intolerance of routine activities and dull,
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predictable people. Zuckerman [1974], reviewing a large body of research with
the questionnaire, makes a case for individual differences in the average score
on these scales, reflecting the need for different optimal levels of stimulation.
He presents evidence implicating constitutional factors, such as levels of platelet
monoamine oxidase (MAO), which correlate negatively with sensation seeking,
gonadal hormones which correlate positively, the orienting reflex in response to
novel stimuli, and the evoked cortical response in reaction to intense ones. As one
might expect for such measures, there are marked sex and age differences. While
young men frequently express a liking for skydiving and wild parties, most elderly
ladies do not.

We [Fulker et ai, 1976] decided to investigate the possibility of a constitu
tional basis for sensation seeking through a twin study of same-sex and opposite
sex twins. The questionnaire was mailed to 422 pairs of male and female twins,
in the age range of 18 to 52 years. Scores were age-corrected by analysis of co
variance and subscale variances standardized to unity across the whole sample.
The comparability of subscale variances permitted univariate analysis of vari·
ance for taking a preliminary look at the the structure of the data, a useful pro
cedure when one is trying to feel one's way with respect to an appropriate genetic
and environmental model as well as an appropriate structural one.

Consequently we carried out a repeated measures analysis of variance both
between and within pairs with individual differences in total scores providing the
between subject mean squares, and differences in subscale promes the mean
squares within subjects. To each we fitted a simple univariate additive genetic
model with no common environment, one which has been found to fit a number
of personality variables [Jinks and Fulker, 1970; Eaves and Eysenck, 1975;
Eaves, 1977]. As we can see from Table II the fit was very good for the total
sensation-seeking score, and the narrow heritability of 58% was quite high for a
personality variable. However, the repeated measures analysis to the right of the
table indicates that this simple model was inadequate for the trait profiles, the
residual X2 being highly significant. The main cause of the problem is not diffi
cult to see, it being the low between pairs mean square for opposite sex DZ
twins (DZos) which is virtually the same size as the mean square within, indicat
ing zero resemblance for these pairs in spite of a moderate degree of resemblance
for same-sex DZ pairs. This pattern suggests either different genes are controlling
the profiles in men and women, or a form of sex x genotype interaction, the two
being formally equivalent. A simplified form of sex interaction model is shown
in Table II, apparently accounting for the data very well. Evidently there is a
strong common genetic component in mean level of sensation seeking, but the
genetic determination of the pattern that goes to make up a particular level is
under different genetic control in the two sexes.

With a reasonable univariate genetic and environmental model we felt confi
dent in fitting a multivariate extension to the ten 4 X 4 mean cross products
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=-TABLE II. ANOVA of Sensation Seeking ;<:"

'"'"
Total score analysis Profile analysis

Modell Modell Model 2

Twin Item df MS V(SE) V(G) df MS V(SE) V(G) V(SE)a V(G) V(G X S)

MZf B 172 2.96 1 2 516 0.91 1 2 1 2 2
W 174 0.83 1 0 522 0.37 1 0 1 0 0

MZm B 57 3.57 1 2 17l 1.17 1 2 1 2 2
W 59 0.82 1 0 177 0.47 1 0 1 0 0

DZf B 110 2.08 1 IV, 330 0.80 1 IV, 1 IV, IV,
W 112 1.35 1 V, 336 0.47 1 V, 1 V, V,

DZm B 24 2.30 1 17"2 72 0.99 1 1Yz 1 Ph. IV,
w 26 1.51 1 V, 78 0.51 1 V, 1 V, Yz

DZos B 49 3.91 1 IV, 147 0.64 1 1Yz 1 IV, V,

W 50 1.55 1 Y2 150 0.76 1 Yz 1 Yz IV,

Estimates 0.83 1.16 0.41 0.29 0.41 0.18 0.43

X
2 140.59* 23.36* 420.25* 33.64* 402.25* 2.68 15.28*

Residual X~ = 8.59 X~ = 29.56* 2X7 = 8.52

*p < 0.001.
aV(SE) in model 2 includes SE X sex interactions.
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matrices calculated for the five twin groups. The form of the data, omitting the
last eight matrices for convenience, together with the model, are shown in
Table m.

Maximum likelihood estimates of the three component matrices are shown
in Table IV. Initially, an unconstrained estimation procedure was used to see if
constraints were necessary. The estimates of SEij and Gij did, in fact, turn out to
be Gramian, but the estimated SGij did not, one estimated correlation being
-2.14. Consequently, a penalty function approach was used to obtain a con
strained estimate of SGii , with the result shown at the foot of the table.

The form of the penalty function was

11

P=Q"L: )I.f.
i = 1 1

The \ are the n negative latent roots of the estimated component matrix SGij
at any given time during the minimization, and Q is an arbitrarily large constant
modified as the minimization proceeds. The function minimized is the original
maximum likelihood function plus P. By starting in a feasible region, where all
the A. are positive, making Q progressively larger, and setting a very small limit
to A, most minimization routines, even using gradient methods, will find a
satisfactory minimum.

In the present case the constrained estimate of SGij has three positive roots,
the remaining one being nought. Such a matrix has only nine free elements, not
ten as in the full rank case. With only nine free parameters one degree of
freedom is therefore lost from the residual X2 giving a nonsignificant difference
xi of 1.47. Clearly the constraint not only produces a sensible estimate of
SGjj but is also fully consistent with the data. In either case, constrained or
unconstrained, the residual X2 values indicate a very good fit of the interaction
model.

The structure of these constrained component matrices could be explored
successfully by any conventional multivariate technique. By inspection their
form indicates a general factor for Gjj , all the correlations being positive, and a
bipolar factor for SGij in view of both negative and positive correlations. This
pattern is consistent with the univariate analysis in which the total score cor
responds to the general factor controlled by additive genes, and the profile
scores, which involve orthogonal contrasts with plus and minus signs, corre
spond to the bipolar factor controlled by different genes in the two sexes.

The exploratory approach to factor structures is difficult to combine with
significance testing, especially in component analysis. Consequently, the direct
structural approach involving a model consisting of factor loadings and specific
variances fitted directly to the data was employed, but in a progressive manner
to allow for tests of significance of successive aspects of the model. However,



TABLE m. Multivariate Model and ANCOVA: Sensation Seeking*

Mean cross products

N
N
m
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5
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ES BS

0.69 0.70
0.64 0.24
1.56 0.42

1.29

0.17 0.16
0.09 0.11
0.42 0.04

0.45

TAS

0.38
1.49

0.12
0.58

Dis

0.47

1.35172

df

174

57 }
59

110 }
112

24 }
26

49 }
50

SEij + 2Gij + 2SGij

Expectation

SE··I)

as above

w

B
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B

W

SE·· + 1Y2G·· + 1Y2SG··I) I) I)

SE·· + Y2G·· + Y2SG··I) I) I)

~} as above

B SE·· + lY2G·· +Y2SG··I) I) I)

W SE·· + Y2G·· + lY2SG··I) I) IJ

Item

MZf

MZf

Twin

MZm

DZf

DZos

DZm

*SEij' specific environmental covariance matrix; Gij, additive genetic covariance matrix; SGij' additive

genetic X sex interaction covariance matrix. Sensation-seeking scales: Dis, Disinhibition; TAS, -Thrill
and Adventure Seeking; ES, Experience Seeking; BS, Boredom Susceptibility.



TABLE IV. Solution to ANCOVA Sensation Seeking

Components

Dis TAS ES BS Correlations Residual X2

SE·· 0.46 0.13 0.16 0.16 1.00 0.26 0.36 0.33IJ
0.56 0.10 0.07 1.00 0.20 0.13

0.44 0.05 1.00 0.11
0.50 1.00

G·· 0.88 0.18 0.41 0.57 1.00 0.26 0.42 0.71IJ
0.55 0.46 0.05 1.00 0.60 0.08

1.08 0.67 1.00 0.75
0.73 1.00

SG·· 0.17 -0.03 0.10 0.05 1.00 -0.12 0.82 0.23IJ
0.50 0.34 X~o = 73.62 lis0.36 0.06 0.11 1.00

0.04 ~0.23 1.00 -2.14 :s:
0.29 1.00 c

;:;
SGjj 0.15 -0.05 0.06 0.03 1.00 -0.22 0.44 0.13 :;;r

'"
X~I = 75.09 ns

...
constrained 0.35 0.03 0.09 1.00 0.22 0.39 .r

0.15 -0.16 1.00 -0.70 It
0.34 1.00 -l

:l€
:r
c
'"...'"--N
N......
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no structure beyond the ten SEij was fitted to the environmental component
since these influences are confounded with sex Xenvironmental interaction int
these data.

The results are shown in Table V together with an approximate analysis of
X2 . The addition of each of the two factors and the specific variances produces
a large reduction in X2 , establishing the statistical significance of all these struc
tural components. The full model in line 4 of the table provides a nonsignificant
residual X~8 = 85.45 indicating a satisfactory fit. The differences between this
model and the full unconstrained covariance model shown in the final line of
the table is not significant (X§ = 11.73), indicating that the reduced rank
model, involving 12 genetic parameters, explains the data as well as the full
rank model involving 20. The pattern of loadings for the additive genetic compo
nent z1' given at the foot of the table, confinns the presence of a strong general
factor common to men and women, and the bipolar pattern of loadings for the
interactive component Pi confirms the sex difference in the genetic determination
of trait profiles. Genes that make for high TAS and ES and low Dis and BS in
men appear to produce opposite effects in women.

TABLE V. Multivariate Model of Sensation Seekingt

Model

SE··IJ
SEij ; Gij = ZiZj

SEij ; Gij = ZiZj ; S X Gij = PiPj

SEij; Gij = ZiZj + (sf when i = j); S X Gij = PiPj

SEij ; Gij ; S X Gij

Resid X2 df

346.48* 90

242.26* 86

163.Q1* 82

85.45 78

73.62 70

Diff X2 df

104.22* 4

79.25* 4

77.56· 4

11.73 8

Estimate of Genetic Parameters

Additive Additive X sex

zi s· Pi1

Dis 0.63 0.75 0.27
TAS 0.45 0.78 -0.27
ES 0.93 0.36 -0.35
BS 0.71 0.38 0.59

Genetic variance 49% 36% 15%

*P < O.OOL
tZi' Loadings of general additive genetic factor; si' specific variances of additive genetic factor;

Pi' loadings on additive X sex interaction factor. Resid, Residual; Duf, Difference, here and in
Table VI.
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Since the former traits involve socially acceptable forms of activity, and the
latter include activities which are less socially acceptable, it is perhaps not sur
prising, even today, that genes controlling these measures should express them
selves differently in men and women.

One further analysis was carried out to see if the structure of the environ
mental component was similar to the genetic component, even given the con
founding of sex interaction effects with those of the specific environment. The
DZos twins were dropped from the analysis and a simple SEij , Gij model fitted to
the twins of the same sex, these parameters being understood to represent a main
effect confounded with sex interaction, in accordance with the expectations in
Table HI. In order to test the equality of the two covariance structures, Gij was
reparameterized as a weighted composite of SEij ,

If this model should fit, identical correlation structures for Gij and SEij are
implied.

The results are shown in Table VI. Clearly the hypothesis of equality of cor
relational structures is supported, especially if we allow for specific variation,

TABLE VI. Testing Genetic and Environmental Correlations Having Same Structures:
Sensation Seekingt

Model for like-sexed twins Resid X2 df Diff X2 df

SEij; Gij = wiWjSEij 82.82 66

SE·· . G.. = w·w· { SE.. - (s? when i = j) } 64.63 62 18.19* 4
1J ' 1J 1 J 1J 1

SEij ; Gij 61.61 60 3.02 2

First two orthogonal
components Error vaIiance

1st 2nd Resid s? reported 2 2/ 2
1 h = Wi (1 + Wi)

Dis 0.84 0.37 0.00 0.19 53%
TAS 0.56 -0.63 0.19 0.34 55%
ES 0.85 -0.33 0.30 0.23 80%
BS 0.74 0.43 0.36 0.38 79%
Genetic
variance 58% 22% 20%

*p < 0.002.
tWiWj' the relative weight of Gij to SEij element for element; sf, variance specific to SEij

when i =j.
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sf, in the environmental component.The values of s1 are similar to the error
variation quoted for these tests and probably represent the same source of vari
ation. Analysis of this common genetic and environmental component reveals
a very similar general and bipolar structure to that previously found. This find
ing may indicate that genetic and environmental influences for these measures
have similar underlying mechanisms.

Next I would like to consider a rather different example involving a re
analysis of Taubman's [1977J twin study of schooling, income, and occupational
status. This study probably represents the most extensive and sophisticated ex
ample of structural genetic component analysis available to date, as well as being
of great substantive interest.

One question raised by his analysis with Behrman and Wales [Behrman et ai,
1977J was why a model involving only one environmental component was used
throughout. Inspection of their table of cross-sib correlations for MZ and DZ
twins indicated a common environmental covariance matrix (estimated as twice
the DZ correlations minus the MZ correlations, in the conventional manner) with
one negative variance, three undefined correlations, and three correlations greater
than 1. This component was clearly far from Gramian in form, strongly suggest
ing the necessity for a reduced rank model of common environment.

However, these effects might simply have been the result of sampling varia
tion, so the MZ and DZ correlations were converted to mean cross products and
subjected to the constrained maximum likelihood estimation procedure. Since
Taubman's original analysis had the form of a kind of path analysis, it was de
cided to reparameterize the component covariance matrices as variances and cor
relations to facilitate further investigation. For example, Gij , was replaced by
RGijG~GI' where the RGij are the correlations and the Gi factors the variances.
The Gramian constraint was ensured in two ways. Firstly, rectangular con
straints were applied to all the parameters so that the variances could not become
negative and the correlations were bounded by ± 1. Secondly, the latent roots
of the covariance matrices were all required to be ;;;, 0 by means of a penalty
function.

The estimated component correlation matrices, together with the components
of variances as percentages, are shown in Table VII. The model fits quite well,
especially when we consider the power of the test with sample sizes around 4,000.
The choice of a single variable for common environment appears to be forced by
the data exactly as it was in Tukey's analysis, the unitary values in the correlation
matrix indicating the necessity of a single rank model. There appears to be only
one common environmental influence general to schooling and subsequent adult
status and income, an influence which it seems plausible to equate with the en
vironmental effects of social origins.

One problem with the simple twin model, as soon as we wish to include common
environment, is that we can no longer be sure that the effects of nonadditive gene
action, assortative mating, and the correlated genetic and environmental influences
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TABLE VII. Constrained Parameter Estimates: Taubman's Twin Study [1977] t

Correlations Variances (%)

Specific Environment (SE)

Schooling (S) 1.00 0.17 0.24 0.10 23
Occupation 1 (01) 1.00 0.17 0.07* 48
Occupation 2 (02) 1.00 0.14 64
Income (1) 1.00 45

Genetic (G)

1.00 0.60 0.62 0.55 46
1.00 0.63 0.52 33

1.00 0.44 28
1.00 47

Common Environment (CE)

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 31
1.00 1.00 1.00 19*

1.00 1.00 8'
1.00 8'

*p < 0.01; for an others p < 0.001.
tResidual Xi6 = 24.99, P < 0.1.

are absent. If present, they bias the estimate ofcommon environment; decreasing
it in the case of nonadditivity and being completely confounded with it in the
other two cases [Jinks and Fulker, 1970; Fulker, 1974].

Taubman attempts to explore these problems by freeing the DZ genetic cor
relations p from the value of 0.5, which the simple twin model assumes, allow-
ing it to take its own value in the estimation procedure. He found a value of about
0.35 to be consistent with the data, implying considerable nonadditive genetic
variation, although a distinct possibility in this particular study was a restricted
sampling of family influences. However, with his approach the estimate of com
mon environment is still confounded with assortative mating which, in tum, will
force the genetic correlation to become unrealistically low. In addition a single
value of p might not be realistic if the degree of assortative mating and nonadditive
gene action should differ between measures, as might well be true.

To explore these possibilities, the following model was adopted which allowed
for a separate sib genetic correlation for each measure (Pi):

MZR· = SE·· + 2G·· + 2CE··IJ IJ IJ IJ'

MZW··= SE··IJ IJ '

DZBij = SEij + (1 + p \{ p ~)Gij + 2CEij,

DZW.. = SE.· + (1 - p l!?p Yz)G
IJ IJ 1 J ij .
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Parameters estimated by the constrained procedure are given in Table VIn
for three different models. Model I is the simple model previously fitted with all
values of Pi fixed at 0.5 and a single common environment. That is, the conven
tional twin model fits quite well. Model 2 frees the four P values but retains a
single common environment. This model gives a slightly better fit (the difference
X~ being 9.64, P '" 0.05), and some of the values of Pi are improbably low. The
similarity of the estimates in all o.ther respects, together with the merely modest
improvement in fit, clearly indicates the data are relatively insensitive to the
values of the sib genetic correlation. Put differently, the joint test that the P
values differ from 0.5 barely reaches the 0.05 probability level.

In both these models the effects of assortative mating are still confounded
with common environment, even though P has taken account of nonadditive
gene action. However, if we drop common environment from the model but
still keep the P values free, to give model 3, the effect of assortative mating is
accommodated by the P values in addition to the effect of nonadditive gene
action. These additional effects may be seen in the increased estimates of p.
Now, though, the model fails quite badly, the residual X16 being 40.63, P <
0.001. Clearly a model assuming no common environment is quite unrealistic,
even allowing for assortative mating, nonadditivity and possible restricted
sampling. Since if there is at least some common environment, its component
must be at least rank one, and something between model 1 and 2 would seem
to be required by the data. As the X2 values and the estimates of the variances
differ only slightly between these two models, parsimony favors the conventional
model 1. Probably, as appears to be true for IQ [Jinks and Fulker, 1970] , assort
ative mating and nonadditivity balance out, making a p of 0.5 quite a realistic
assumption.

Bearing in mind the limitation that common environmental effects may still
include some effects of correlated genes and environment, we can explore the
structure of the component variances and correlations in model 1 further (shown
in Table Vn) by means of the modified path model shown in Figure 1.

In this model only three of the four variables have been selected lor analysis
since they can be plausibly related longitudinally. These are schooling (S) and the
two measures relating to the individual some 30 years later, namely, occupational
status (Oc2) and income (Inc). On the left of the figure are the three influences
G, SE, and CE that affect schooling. These influences are also assumed to affect
income and status some 30 years later. However, in addition income and status
are assumed to be influenced by the residual genetic and environmental effects
shown in the right of the figure. No residual common environment is needed in
view of the rank one structure of this component. Following the conventions
of path analysis [Wright, 1954] , the casual influences of the seven latent variables
on the three measures S, Inc, and OC2 are represented by straight arrows bearing
the path coefficients that indicate their relative influence when all the other



16 < 0.001

TABLE VIII. Taubman's [1977] Data: Different Sib Genetic Correlations

% Variances
------

SE G CE Pi

Modell all Pi = 0.5, RCEij = 1.0 S 23 46 31 0.50
0 1 48 33 19 0.50
O~ 64 28 8 0.50
1 45 47 8 0.50

Model 2 all Pi free, RCEij = 1.0 S 18 45 37 0.19
0 1 36 46 18 0.33
O2 50 40 11 0.15
1 31 61 8 0.42

Model 3 all Pi free, no CE S 13 87 0 0.67
0 1 30 70 0 0.68
O2 47 53 0 0.56
I 29 71 0 0.55

api' Genetic sib correlation for i-th measure.

x~

24.99

15.35

40.63

df

16

12

p

< 0.1
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Fig 1. Path analysis Of Taubman's [1977] twin study. Latent variables: Gs' genetic influences
on schooling; SEs' specific environmental influences on schooling; CEs' common family in
fluences on schooling; Gl, residual genetic influences; SE1, residual specific environmental in
fluences. Observed variables: S, schooling (years); Inc, adult income (log $); OC2, adult oc·
cupational status.

factors in the system are held constant. The relationships between the residual
effects are represented by curved arrows simply indicating the existence of a
correlation. Coefficients have been rounded to one decimal place for simplicity.

This diagram indicates aspects of the genetic and environmental influences
on adult status and income, not all of which are obvious from simple inspection
of the correlations and variances given in Table VII. Most of these conclusions
follow from Taubman's analysis too, but the path diagram has the advantage of
providing a convenient summary.

Firstly, both genes and common environment for schooling subsequently
influence adult status and income, roughly to the same extent, all fouf paths
being between 0.3 and 0.4. Secondly, specific environmental effects on schooling,
that is, chance and accidental factors, exert an almost trivial influence later,
their paths being between 0.1 and 0.2. Thirdly, by far the greatest influences on
adult income and status are residual genetic and specific environmental factors.
Fourthly, these strong residual factors are largely independent of each other
with respect to the two adult measures, their correlations being merely 0.1 and
0.2.

This analysis suggests, then, that insofar as schooling influences adult status,
home environment is almost as important as genetic endowment, but that large
independent genetic and environmental influences unrelated to home environ·
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ment play the major role. One could hazard a guess that these later genetic in
fluences are related more to temperament and special skills than to IQ, which we
know has a powerful influence on schooling. The environmental factors probably

. relate to market imperfections and luck.
These two examples have, I hope, indicated something of the scope of the

maximum likelihood approach to the multivariate structural analysis of genetic
and environmental influences using twins. It could, of course, be extended with
no difficulty to include additional kinships. It is possible to handle a variety of
models and the method is probably statistically optimal. Its only drawback
seems to be the demands it makes on computer time, and the development of
more efficient algorithms geared to the needs of particular problems can be ex
pected to remove this limitation.
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